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Grassington, Scar Top and Linton Youth Hostels
The portion of Upper Wharfedale centred on the village of Grassington has had five YHA youth hostels in close
proximity: Grassington itself, opened in 1933; its replacement Scar Top, three miles to the east and opened in 1940;
a larger, long-term replacement at Linton-in-Craven, barely two miles to the south and open from 1943, and two
hostels consecutively in Kettlewell, 7 miles north of the village. The Kettlewell hostels are dealt with in a separate
profile.

Grassington Youth Hostel

1933 to 1939

Manor Buildings, The Square, Grassington, Skipton, Yorkshire
Historic County:
Yorkshire (West Riding)

YHA Region: West Riding

GR: SE 002640

Grassington Manor House stands in the centre of the village, accompanied by a jumble of stone outbuildings that
once served it. A portion of these buildings at the rear of the Manor House was used by the West Riding region of
YHA in its infant years. Grassington hostel had 22 beds at the outset, rising to 34 in 1935 and 40 in 1936.
At first mention in the region’s minutes of 9th February 1933 there were to be available two lofts, three rooms for
ladies and a large coachhouse. It opened on 13th April of that year, got ready at astonishing speed. A few weeks after
opening, the layout description was refined as: including two lofts approached by the outside stone staircase, the
small room to the right of the stair, the coach-house under the first loft, the wash kitchen (part use) and the two
bedrooms above the wash kitchen, approached from a door on ground level, with all access thereto and the use of
water facilities in the yard… and use of lavatory accommodation in two places, one on each side of the wall of the
kitchen garden, and access thereto.
The first warden was Mr HW Richmond. He was working here in 1933 and 1934, and perhaps longer, as there is no
record of a warden’s name in 1935 and 1936. It is uncertain how the property was held at first; it passed leasehold to
the YHA Trust on 10th March 1936, and may have had some kind of adopted arrangement before that date; similar
uncertainties surround the first few years of ownership of nearby Lothersdale and Kettlewell Old School hostels; the
early Kirkby Malzeard, Horton-in-Ribblesdale and Ingleton hostels were certainly adopted examples.
The 1936 Durham and Yorkshire YHA Regional Guide’s entry for Grassington hostel ran:
The Warden, Youth Hostel, Manor Buildings, The Square, Grassington, via Skipton.
Converted stables and barn. Men 24, women16.
Station: none. Bus 1 min. Store 1 min. Bathing (river).
Next hostels: Dacre Banks 15 miles, Horton-in Ribblesdale 16 miles.
Mr S Stables was in charge from 1937 to 1939. The hostel must have been quite primitive: towards the end of the
decade the region undertook some frank reviews of its older hostels, and pulled no punches with its criticisms. On
1st December 1938 it described the Grassington facility as suffering greatly with discomfort and appalling sanitary
arrangements; it is obviously unpopular and in need of replacement. Early in 1939 the region was seriously considering
a large house at Vendale, Wood lane, Grassington as a replacement for the old hostel. It appeared very suitable and
could accommodate 60 using lofts in outbuildings. The Group would prefer to purchase at £1,400 rather than to
lease. The uncertainty over Fitness grants, the Scar Top scheme and war footing seem to have scuppered the plan,
however. The old hostel soldiered on for one more season before YHA withdrew the tenancy arrangement and the
hostel closed in September 1939. During the war, after YHA withdrew, this building was used by the Local Defence
Volunteers, followed by the Home Guard.
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The various properties around the courtyard are now known as Manor House Mews.

It is fortunate to have both a detailed minuted description of the youth hostel’s complicated layout and this rarer-than-rare
photograph, both saved for the YHA Archive through careful preservation by long-term YHA volunteer Graham Bolton.
‘Two lofts approached by the outside stone staircase, the small room to the right of the stair, the coach-house under the first
loft, the wash kitchen (part use) and the two bedrooms above the wash kitchen, approached from a door on ground level,
with all access thereto and the use of water facilities in the yard… and use of lavatory accommodation in two places,
one on each side of the wall of the kitchen garden, and access thereto.’

Scar Top Youth Hostel

1940 to 1944

Manor Buildings, The Square, Grassington, Skipton, Yorkshire
Historic County: Yorkshire
(West Riding)

YHA Region: West Riding

GR: SE 027639

It is not known whether Scar Top youth hostel, the alternative for Grassington, was already lined up during 1939,
but the replacement was in place as soon as spring 1940. It also served to stand in for Ellingstring hostel, near
Masham, a temporary victim of early wartime uncertainties for the YHA. There were beds for 32, later 34.
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Images 1, 3 and 5 are postcards of Scar Top from Bradford-based publisher Walter Scott. They may have originally predated
the hostel, as there is no signage, but are known to have been on sale during YHA’s stay, while pictures 2 and 4 are mementos
from YHA members. 3 shows a grandiose ingle-nook, and 5 a low-ceilinged dormitory with single beds and quilts, unusual for
the period, but a sign that Scar Top served once as a private hostel (author’s collection)

Scar Top is a hilltop stone-built farm, part dating from 1860, though some of it is much older.
Features outside and within are perhaps almost four centuries earlier than that. Initially in 1940
first year students from Bradford Technical College wardened the hostel here at weekends as a temporary measure.
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Rucksack Magazine of summer, 1940, commented on the new acquisition:
The new Wharfedale hostel is very popular and the weekend demand tends to over-crowding. So far a suitable
warden has not been found, and with voluntary wardens each Saturday night there has been some
disorganisation at times.

A Mr Pratt was appointed later in that first year; his place was taken in November 1941 by Mr Arthur Gibson, a
regular at a number of West Riding hostels over the years. While assisting at Scar Top he helped to establish the new
Linton hostel, may have returned for another brief stint at Scar Top, then went on to the resuscitated Ellingstring.
The hostel operated each year of the war up to 1944. It was to have closed in 1943 to equip the new Linton Hostel,
but a campaign by local hostellers forced a reversal of decision and it was kept open from Whit to October 1943.
A contemporary regional publication of uncertain origin described the hostel in detail, and cast a fascinating light on
former uses of the building:
For the lover of hill country there is more than the usual attraction about a hostel which stands on the 1,000-foot
contour line. There are at least three favourite haunts of the Youth Hostel fraternity which enjoy this
distinction. But whereas Black Sail Hut lies deeply entrenched in a valley, and Jerusalem Farm stands on a gentle
slope amidst upland country, Scar Top House is perched on the very crest of a steep spur of moorland, high
above the lovely valley of the Wharfe.
Though the weary traveller’s heart may sink when he approaches and spies the hostel some 500 feet above the
valley road, yet he will have his reward, for there is magic in the situation of Scar Top and magic, too, in the lovely
old building itself.
The origin of the building is wrapped in mystery, but it is generally supposed to have been built by the monks of
Fountains Abbey or of Bolton Priory, and used by them as a retreat or rest house. At a later period it served as a
farm for many years; then for a long time it lay empty and became ruinous. The present owner bought it,
renovated it, and carried out structural alterations, installed a water supply, electric lighting and heating systems.
For some years it was let as a private hostel.
Scar Top House is a long, narrow building facing eastwards and consisting of four main parts. The first of these
(from the south) is of recent date, and consists mainly of store-rooms. The second part is the oldest portion of
the building; experts ascribe it to the latter part of the 15th century. The lower room is the present commonroom and has a magnificent arched ingle-nook, beneath which is a somewhat unworthy modern grate. Above this
room, opening off one of the bedrooms, is a tiny praying-cell or penance room. The next section of the house,
now the warden’s room, is of more recent date than the common-room, though it is probably centuries old. A
door leading from here to the fourth bay carries in its lintel-stone the date 1618, but it is stated by the owner that
this stone was found in the yard during the renovation and therefore does not necessarily belong to this room.
The fourth bay of the house, now divided into kitchen, corridor and other domestic rooms, is on a different
floor-level and clearly served as a barn in olden times. This is borne out by the large porch at the north end of the
building. In the big dormitory above this section, a huge beam crosses the room at a low height, and many
unprintable words have escaped the lips of hostellers who have made too violent contact with it.
Scar Top was taken over by the YHA in March, 1940, when it was prepared and opened by a party of hostellers
from Bradford Technical College. Indeed, for the first four months it was they who ran the place almost every
week-end, until Mr Pratt took up his appointment as full-time warden in August, 1940. In those first months
little could be done to improve the house; later, by judicious application of paint and varnish, the place was
rendered brighter and more cheerful. The present warden, Mr A Gibson, took up his duties in November, 1941.
Scar Top House can be a grim spot in winter, and more than once prolonged frost and deep snow has rendered it
untenable for a period. But though the winter wind succeeds in penetrating the house and is apt to make it cold
and draughty at times, there are compensations for such minor discomforts.
Scar Top stands defiant to every wind that blows. It breathes the very spirit of the open moorlands, and its
ancient fabric serves to remind us of the heritage of our Northern Dales.

The hostel closed after the 1944 season, as YHA’s tenancy had come to an end. The owner, Mr Sturgeon, decided to
let it to a friend for use as a summer cottage. In its annual report West Riding Region thanked Mr Sturgeon for
allowing the use of Scar Top rent-free since the spring of 1940.
Scar Top has reverted to private residency use in the post-war years.
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Linton Youth Hostel 1943 to 2003
The Old Rectory, Linton-in-Craven, Skipton, North Yorkshire BD23 5HH
Historic County:
Yorkshire West Riding

YHA Regions:
West Yorkshire, Yorkshire, North

GR: SD 997627

The small picturesque village of Linton, near Grassington in the Yorkshire Dales, was home to a medium-sized
youth hostel for 60 years. It was located in the 17th-century rectory, parts of which dated back to about 1500.
In an article the Old Rectory, in Youth Hosteller of March 1961, the warden, ‘Jerry’ Needham, explained that there
were traces in the grounds of an even older rectory:
In the early 1100s a dispute arose: two parties claimed the rectorial titles. The monarch arbitrated and told the
two factions to select a rector each to share the money and the work. One was said to preach in Norman and one
in Saxon.
At this time the present foundations must have been laid for the Rector of the second moiety. The washing-up
room and pantries are on these foundations. The house was rebuilt and enlarged about 1500, with mullions on
the inside of the self-catering room, and thick dividing walls.
The house was further enlarged in Georgian style by a nephew of Sir Isaac Newton, who stayed here twice. The
nephew didn’t like the natives, nor did they care for him. He was a lad for modern dancing; though he never
went to the Ball he went to France for lessons and practised privately in the common room. The butler fiddled in
the hall; he once got chased into the pub for peeping.
This Rector had the inscription cut over the garden door. It means: Thou, whoever you are, thank the Gods for
your good luck with sweet incense, etc. A single-storey wing was added by the carpet-making family of Holdsworth,
about 1900. The lean-to on the north side is YHA architecture, thanks to the Huddersfield Group.
A harmless old lady ghost haunts the top corridor. She comes in daylight and does no harm, though we’ve been
told that she used to move beds about. We used to hear her now and then but she flitted after we creosoted the
floors. We also have a spectral coach-and-four; it goes down the front to celebrate a birth or death in the house.
I’ve met the last person to be born in the house; he came over with the Canadian RAF and stayed a year in
Linton. His father claimed that the ghostly cavalry honoured the event. One of our neighbours is a spiritualist
and says he has seen both of our spooks.

The earliest known postcard view of Linton youth hostel – this sketched example was posted in 1946 (author’s collection)

The middle years of WWII were frantic with YHA activity and expansion; if there were few resources, there was
much resourcefulness, especially amongst the legions of amateur volunteers who ran the many regional committees
and local groups. Several Dales hostels were lost temporarily or completely through requisition, though demand was
increasing. Grassington’s hostel had been given up in 1939, and Scar Top was a popular but makeshift replacement
during the war, but could take only 32. Voluntary work parties were everywhere, and would have been needed;
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within the space of 12 months in 1942-43 new Yorkshire hostels to replace those lost sprang up at Mankinholes and
Kettlewell, and Scarborough had been newly purchased. The substantial Linton rectory, now called the Beeches, was
added when YHA purchased it freehold for £2,000 on 17th March 1943 and vested it in the YHA Trust.
YHA lost no time in making it available to members, for it opened in time for Whit (early June) 1943, at first with
48 beds, soon expanding to 51. The first warden was Arthur Gibson, though for only one year. He seems to have
been one of West Riding region’s relief wardens and spent time at several local hostels: Scar Top, the old Hopwood
Farm at Marsden, Linton and latterly Ellingstring near Masham. After opening, the hostel operated during each year
of the war. It was instantly popular, with about 4,000 overnights recorded in most years.
Mr and Mrs WD Milner were appointed in 1944 and stayed for four years. In 1948 Mr and Mrs H ‘Jerry’ Needham
left Mankinholes hostel for the short trip to Linton, where they remained until 1961.

1

2
1: Linton in 1947. The image shows well the solid nature of the rectory and the Holdsworth extension of about 1900, YHA’s
self-catering lean-to was behind and in line with this extension. Since the hostel’s closure the rear lower building has been
transformed externally by extending upwards and by demolishing the lean-to (photo by courtesy of Trevor Key);
2: the members’ kitchen newly constructed, at a date yet to be established, but though to be about 1950. The image is one of
several that were rescued from oblivion nearly 40 years later through Graham Bolton’s foresight, and are now in the
YHA Archive. These show the activities of the Huddersfield Local Group’s heavy-construction gang at Linton, Mankinholes
and the newly-opening hostel in the school room at Haworth. More images of Linton’s construction work
from this source are shown on the following page (YHA Archive)
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George Greenhough was a seasoned hosteller in the early post-war years. He kept a fascinating diary of his exploits,
passed to YHA in 2004; his stay at Linton in 1948 was typical of the frugal way the YHA operated at this time:
After a good cold wash, the meal, of moderate soup, peas, potatoes, corned beef, and the pudding, which, to our
dismay, was sago, followed by tea... Breakfast consisted of quite good porridge, fried potatoes and spaghetti on
toast, bread and gooseberry jam, and the inevitable tea. With another boy, I was given the carrots to peel as my
duty, and we went along to the kitchen to find a large bowlful of carrots awaiting us. We were not disheartened
however, and we set to work with a will. After half an hour had passed, however, and we had only succeeded in
making a small hole in the carrots, we were not so happy! In the end, even after a man had come to help us, we
were over an hour at the job, and it was after 10.15 when we left the hostel... (In the middle of that day) we
continued eating until we had finished the hostel lunch packet of bread & cheese and bread & dripping: not very
good even for a hostel lunch.

1 2

3 4
1&2: the Huddersfield Local Group’s construction gang at work on Linton’s new self-catering lean-to, about 1950.
YHA’s rapid expansion at this time relied on an army of time-served gaffers and willing apprentices who gave their time freely;
3: the workers were joined occasionally by professionals but much more regularly by support teams of husbands and wives,
girl friends and boy friends; 4: simple comforts at Linton (YHA Archive)
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In spring 1952 Rucksack Magazine described how volunteers continued their work at Linton by reconstructing the
hostel’s hot water system.

1
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Linton youth hostel in the 1950s.
1: the tidy hostel grounds in September 1951. A ladder is poised ready for action, maybe on ivy-clearing;
2: a hostel duty, or perhaps the warden at work, 1956. Smoking was taken for granted in hostels right up to the 1990s;
3&4: the members’ kitchen, with the usual mixed collection of crockery, frying pans (upon which almost all meals seem
to have depended) and enamel-ware in this era. The old-fashioned Belfast sink may well have been in situ before the
volunteers improved the space. The gas rings were fitted to Calor Gas bottles (seen below in picture 4) and were
certainly an improvement on earlier Primus stoves for self-catering, though they could be temperamental;
5: spud-bashing duties, 1956 (YHA Archive)
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Sid and Ann Fisher arrived to take up hosts’ duties in 1961. They had been popular wardens at
Sharpcliffe Hall hostel in Staffordshire, then at Burley Woodhead near Ilkley, and had had 17
years working with the YHA by the time they retired at Linton in 1965. After them, in fairly
quick succession, came the Wilsons, the Martins, the Holmes and the Clarkes. Martin Hanson
planted his feet more firmly, working here from the mid-1970s until 1993.
The hostel was popular with school and friendship groups. The Bristol YHA Social Group’s magazine Round-up
reported on their visit in 1963:
The hostel, facing the village green, was a pleasant building though the dormitories were somewhat cramped.

… while in 1975 Simon Smith, aged 14, from Chinnor, was clearly new to hostelling, and noted:
The atmosphere inside the hostel was far more friendly and intimate than I imagined. We were offered advice,
both cheery and cynical. At 7.30 we had quite a nice supper of vegetable soup, sausages, mashed potatoes, peas,
sponge pudding, custard and tea. Afterwards, we settled down to read in the dormitory, as the common room
was noisy and full of smoke.
There was a most annoying man in the dormitory, who flicked the light off without giving any warning. Even
then he kept getting up and flashing his torch around… Our exciting-looking lunch packets turned out to be
quite appetising.

Almost all photographs of Linton hostel have been taken from the lawn. Here are three from the camera of George Miller,
a very regular YHA volunteer and hosteller over several decades. The first is from 1976 and the latter two from 1984
(author’s collection)
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As YHA approached the end of the century, the Yorkshire Dales hostels were solidly
established, especially (though not exclusively) in their role of accommodating legions of
school children each year. The list of the school-party Dales hostels was impressive: Aysgarth
Falls, Dentdale, Grinton Lodge, Hawes, Keld, Kettlewell, Ingleton, Malham and Stainforth.
Linton was one of the smallest of these: an educational booklet of 1990 listed 38 beds, arranged in six bedrooms of
10, 8, 6, 6, 4 and 4.
The hostel had been refurbished in 1987, one of several attempts to modernise at Linton in the final years of the
century. When Richard Suddaby came to manage here in 1994, the hostel had a brand new multi-fuel stove to heat
the lounge more efficiently and attractively. He got to grips with the large garden, building rockeries at the entrance
and planting new flowerbeds. Early in 1997 a dishwasher was installed, while at the back end of the year Linton
could boast two full-sized domestic ovens in the members’ kitchen, just in time for one Local Group’s Christmas
turkey. A facelift to the lounge was started about then, with new curtains, while strip lights were replaced by more
restful light fittings. Refurbished chairs covered in fire retardant tweed would be in place before New Year.

Gerald Hardwick recorded the scene in the lounge in 1996 (YHA Archive)

Further facelifts were to be carried out in 1997, when Mick Blamires, formerly at Coniston Coppermines hostel, was
appointed as new warden; he stayed until 1999 before moving back to the Lake District at YHA Eskdale in 2000.
At the end of the twentieth century Linton hostel had been performing well, with a record 5,800 overnights in
1998, when the bed capacity was smaller, at 38, than the 51 of 1946. The effects of the foot and mouth outbreak in
2001 were to hit YHA very hard however, especially in the North of England. Linton accommodated only 1,500
guests in that year, as the general public was encouraged to avoid footpaths and farming areas. The financial
consequences for the Association were long and severe; YHA looked again at the abundant network of youth hostels
in the area and considered a raft of closures, among which were Linton and/or Kettlewell; both may have closed,
though a successful local initiative and rescue package for the latter, incorporating the threatened village post office
within the youth hostel, was at least to save one hostel in Upper Wharfedale.
David Matthews and Colin Chadwick saw the hostel to its conclusion at the end of 2002. The Old Rectory was sold
by 7th February 2003. The following week the Bradford Telegraph and Argus reported:
Linton Youth Hostel has been sold for an asking price of £350,000.The Youth Hostels Association put it on the
market to stave off a financial crisis in the wake of the foot and mouth crisis. Ten hostels across the country have
been closed, and initially Kettlewell Youth Hostel looked in doubt but was given a reprieve at the 11th
hour. Now the YHA is looking at installing a post office within the Kettlewell building.

In 2018 five large youth hostels, Ingleton, Malham, Kettlewell, Hawes and Grinton Lodge, serve the needs of the
YHA in the Dales area, with smaller hostels a little further away at Slaidburn and Mankinholes. Record overnights
at Malham, outdoor alternative accommodation such as the camping pods at Grinton Lodge and new facilities
generally have helped ensure that YHA keeps pace with modern demands.
After the YHA era the Old Rectory, now tastefully extended, was for a while a restaurant, and continues to provide
accommodation, under the ownership of John and Leigh Anne Sumner.
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This attractive sketch of 1976 was one of a series of Yorkshire Dales youth hostel views put on sale as postcards and
notelets at warden’s offices to raise funds for improvements to the region’s properties (author’s collection)

Overnights – inclusive periods each year as follows
1933-1991: previous Oct to Sept; 1992: Oct 1991 to Feb 1993; 1993-2002: Mar to following Feb
¶: Grassington Youth Hostel; •: bednights figure incomplete, for 9 months only, to June 1939;
§: Scar Top Youth Hostel; ∆: Linton Youth Hostel; *: 17 month period
1931

1932

1933

1934

1935

1936

1937

1938

1939

…

…

836¶

1029¶

1370¶

1580¶

1573¶

1519¶

936•¶

1940

1941

1942

1943

1944

1945

1946

1947

1948

1949

open§
…

1976§
…

2310§
…

2248§
1816∆

1858§
4830∆

…
4968∆

…
4697∆

…
4557∆

…
5706∆

…
4830∆

1950

1951

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

1957

1958

1959

4616∆

3950∆

4095∆

3828∆

3664∆

3662∆

4136∆

3632∆

3877∆

4359∆

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969

3911∆

4572∆

5104∆

4721∆

5449∆

4913∆

4179∆

4331∆

4793∆

4445∆

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

4639∆

5020∆

5049∆

5126∆

5297∆

5779∆

5818∆

5052∆

4399∆

4642∆

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

4743∆

4573∆

3907∆

4301∆

4356∆

4200∆

open∆

4519∆

3763∆

5133∆

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

5403∆

5037∆

5026*∆

4097∆

4736∆

5249∆

5622∆

5839∆

5572∆

5457∆

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

4506∆

1577∆

3784∆

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

© John Martin, 2020. YHA Profiles are intended to be adaptable in the light of new materials gained by YHA Archive
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